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since the start of the conflict in syria in 2011 syrian
refugee children have withstood violence uncertainty
fear trauma and loss this book follows their journeys
by bringing together scholars and practitioners to
reflect on how to make their situation better and to
get this knowledge to as many front liners across
european and neighbouring countries in the middle east
as possible the book is premised on the underlying
conception of refugee children as not merely a
vulnerable contingent of the displaced syrian
population but one that possesses a certain agency for
change and progress in this vein the various
contributions aim to not just de securitize the
conversation on migration that frequently centres on
the presumed insecurity that refugees personify they
also de securitize the figure and image of the refugee
through the stories of the youngest and most vulnerable
they demonstrate that refugee children are not mere
opaque figures on who we project our insecurities
instead they embody potentials and opportunities for
progress that we need to nurture as young refugees find
themselves compelled to both negotiate the practical
realities of a life in exile and situate themselves in
changing and unfamiliar sociocultural contexts drawing
on extensive field research this edited volume points
in the direction of a new rights based framework which
will safeguard the future of these children and their
well being offering a comparative lens between
approaches to tackling refugees in the middle east and
europe this book will appeal to students and scholars
of refugees and migration studies human rights as well
as anyone with an interest in the middle east or europe
with four million syrian refugees as of september 2015
there is urgent need to develop both short term and
long term approaches to providing education for the
children of this population this report reviews syrian
refugee education for children in the three neighboring
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countries with the largest population of refugees
turkey lebanon and jordan and analyzes four areas
access management society and quality academic paper
from the year 2019 in the subject pedagogy
miscellaneous topics grade 1 0 middle east technical
university bildungswissenschaften course current issues
in turkish education language english abstract there
are more than 2 7 million syrian refugees living in
turkey bmz 2016 since more than half of syrian refugees
in turkey are children yavcan el ghali 2017 the high
number of refugees is placing demands on public
institutions several temporary systems for providing
education are in place but only a small part of
children enrolled into educational programs attend
regular schools providing access to education therefore
proves to be a major challenge for policy makers in
turkey this report explores the situation in eastern
turkey with a focus on policies which are contrasted
with german integration policies and reference points
from berlin and munich both australia and sweden are
economically socially and politically well developed
countries and each has responded to the syrian crisis
in its own way with features that define refugee
children s schooling trajectories for transition to
life and work syrian refugee children in australia and
sweden provides insights into policies influencing the
education and schooling of syrian refugee children in
australia and sweden this book uses the perspectives of
syrian refugee children and their voiced experiences to
elicit recommendations for education practices and
content their voices were central to the analysis for
the main reason that their viewpoints could contribute
in a practical way to the development of pedagogical
approaches that would support their schooling and an
effective and productive transition to life in the host
countries the opinions suggestions and experiences of
other stakeholders such as parents caregivers teachers
and school and state officials were included for
greater understanding so that as many relevant contexts
are covered the recommendations for refugee education
proposed in this book will be useful for teachers
principals and policy makers directly involved in
educating refugee students and this could positively
impact on young refugee students finding their way to a
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new and better life documents increasingly difficult
obstacles to education the further syrian refugee
children progress in school with enrollment rates
collapsing from nearly 90 percent in primary classes to
just 25 percent by the end of secondary school
publisher website this book tracks the author s travels
to syrian refugee camps and informal tented settlements
in lebanon jordan and iraq relying on his legal
background he offers an unfiltered account of the
plight of syrian refugees from a legal political and
humanitarian perspective back cover the report growing
up without an education barriers to education for
syrian refugee children in lebanon documents the
important steps lebanon has taken to allow syrian
children to access public schools but human rights
watch found that some schools have not complied with
enrollment policies and that more donor support is
needed for syrian families and for lebanon s over
stretched public school system lebanon is also
undermining its positive education policy by imposing
harsh residency requirements that restrict refugees
freedom of movement and exacerbate poverty limiting
parents ability to send their children to school and
contributing to child labor secondary school age
children and children with disabilities face
particularly difficult obstacles publisher s
description a new historical realistic social political
novel a current strong reference to the refugee crisis
which strikes the unescorted innocent refugee children
at the beginning of the autumn of 2014 leto a teacher
of greek literature is assigned in a secondary school
of kos as a contract teacher there she meets a lot of
refugees from syria who arrive on the island with old
and rusty boats from the turkish shores after a big
wreck she consciously decides to help them as a
volunteer in hippokratio hospital of kos there she is
responsible for three heavily injured men from syria
one of them is aslan a friend from their common post
graduate studies in aberdeen university scotland in the
same room there are two other friends of him jamal and
ossama they all accompany nine refugee children orphans
of the war leto is involved in the life of the three
injured men and the nine refugee children the refugee
issue becomes her own issue a part of her which she
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wholeheartedly expresses through playing her guitar to
her students of kos throughout her whole life she
challenges the attitudes of european union and the
united nations high commissioner for refugees as well
as all the involved nations she stands by the
unescorted refugee children sensitively who become
victims of dangerous criminals and they get lost in den
of vices of prostitution pederasty trafficking in human
organs drugs and so on on their way to the central and
north europe leto s strong love for aslan and her love
for children leads her to the central europe where she
participates energetically to the refugee matter and
she takes position practically to an item which
overconcerns all europe the whole world the united
nations as it brutally beats all the nations of
mediterranean sea pandering hidden and illegal
interests but obvious too a book which challenges
racism xenophobia and religious prejudice stands by the
human and supports the universal values that are torn
up by the war the civil war the total hatreds and
fanatics it is asking for solidarity and faithful
implementation of laws and rules of the u n which are
closely linked to the human rights barriers to
education for syrian refugee children in turkey this
report is the first of a three part series addressing
the urgent issue of access to education for syrian
refugee schoolchildren in turkey jordan and lebanon the
series will examine the various barriers preventing
syrian children from accessing education and call on
host governments international donors and implementing
partners to mitigate their impact in order to prevent a
lost generation of syrian children publisher s
description a close up portrait of children caught up
in the syria conflict it brings together poems pictures
previously displayed at the from syria with love
exhibition and stories from young people living in a
syrian refugee camp in lebanon alongside short story
narratives and poetry by those who have worked with the
children or been inspired by their stories the
combination is both accessible and immediate deeply
moving and because of the resilience and optimism of
the children themselves ultimately inspiring it offers
a unique insight into the daily lives of children
living through extraordinary events and reveals their
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fears hopes and dreams for the future the ideal
antidote to those who are left in despair by mainstream
coverage of the syrian conflict it offers a sense of
creativity hope and peace and helps to form a bridge
between the reader and the refugees themselves all
profits from the book will go towards supporting
families in the camp both with basic necessities and in
giving the children featured in the book the chance of
a better future schooling for refugee children is a
collaboration between five authors who explore their
interactions with refugee children displaced from syria
to the lebanese borders and london through a programme
of carefully tailored research activities they analyse
the children s representations of their personal
journeys and current circumstances especially with
regard to ongoing schooling the children s experiences
are expressed through their own words and drawings
disrupting the stereotype of children as receivers
rather than empowered actors and challenging
traditional solutions for improving schooling
throughout the children are eloquent about their
schooling in the context of displacement their views
and illustrations depict a keen awareness of social
justice issues including on the distribution of wealth
recognition of status and representation of voice these
are framed by the authors within nancy fraser s concept
of social justice as parity of participation in this
way the book brings to light important representations
of some empowering experiences lived through by refugee
children from syria as well as their thoughts on what
has helped their learning and what can be done better
the children s need for care and a sense of belonging
in their schools and new communities is given
particular emphasis throughout the book represented by
one child who simply requested add some more love this
book provides insights into the education and schooling
of syrian and palestinian syrian children inside and
outside lebanese refugee camps from the perspectives of
children parents teachers community leaders and state
politicians and bureaucrats refugee children explain in
their own words and pictures their thoughts feelings
and experiences about having to flee from their home
countries produced in association with unhcr united
nations high commissioner for refugees and with a
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foreword from cate blanchett goodwill ambassador for
unhcr this highly emotive title focuses on three
current refugee crises in syria south sudan and central
america aimed at readers age 14 the book gives
background information about how each crisis came about
why families had to flee and what life is like for them
now is given in a clear and easy to understand way
children from refugee camps were asked to draw about
their experiences of having to flee their home
countries the children s artwork is incredibly powerful
and harrowing and vividly highlights the impact that
conflict war and atrocities has on people s lives in
the tradition of don brown s critically acclaimed full
color nonfiction graphic novels the great american dust
bowl and sibert honor winning drowned city the unwanted
is an important timely and eye opening exploration of
the ongoing syrian refugee crisis exposing the harsh
realities of living in and trying to escape a war zone
starting in 2011 refugees flood out of war torn syria
in exodus like proportions the surprising flood of
victims overwhelms neighboring countries and chaos
follows resentment in host nations heightens as
disruption and the cost of aid grows by 2017 many want
to turn their backs on the victims the refugees are the
unwanted don brown depicts moments of both
heartbreaking horror and hope in the ongoing syrian
refugee crisis shining a light on the stories of the
survivors the unwanted is a testament to the courage
and resilience of the refugees and a call to action for
all those who read the book delves into a data driven
apolitical perspective of the migration problem in
turkey with the challenges that the turkish government
and international ngos have had to confront in
providing public services notably education and health
to syrian refugees in camps public schools and clinics
around the country an exposé of the hidden suffering
that over half of syria s refugees endure and the
conflicts they continue to flee no refuge this is the
harsh reality encountered by the women and children who
flee syria in search of safety when boatloads of syrian
refugees began arriving on european shores in the
spring of 2015 western television screens were filled
with images of men where journalist maria von welser
asked herself were the women and children whom she knew
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made up over half the population of refugee camps in
these pages von welser reveals the hidden stories of
those syrian women and children there are stories of
desperation and predation loss of wealth and of life
child marriage rape kidnapping and sex slavery but
there are also stories of empowerment and hope
including the conviction that we can turn compassion
into real change muzoon takes readers on her perilous
and ultimately hopeful journey from refugee child to
advocate for others in need malala yousafzai
bestselling author and winner of the nobel peace prize
when her family had to flee syria 14 year old muzoon
was told to pack only the most essential things and so
she packed her schoolbooks this is the inspiring true
story of a syrian refugee who fought hard for what she
needed and grew into one of the world s leading
advocates for education this eye opening memoir tells
the story of a young girl s life in syria her family s
wrenching decision to leave their home and the upheaval
of life in a refugee camp though her life had utterly
changed one thing remained the same she knew that
education was the key to a better future for herself
and so that she could help her country she went from
tent to tent in the camp trying to convince other kids
especially girls to come to school and her passion and
dedication soon had people calling her the malala of
syria muzoon has grown into an internationally
recognized advocate for refugees for education and for
the rights of girls and women and is now a unicef
goodwill ambassador the first refugee to play that role
muzoon s story is absolutely riveting and will inspire
young readers to use their own voices and stand up for
what they believe in this special issue of children
will focus on the migration arc of children from their
country of origin through the experience in refugee
camps and finally to their arrival in in a new home it
will examine the impact experiencing migration as
refugees immigrants or those internally displaced due
to war and conflict has on children s health explored
topics include adverse health conditions trauma and
mental health best practice and care coordination it
explores specific populations such as children with
disabilities unaccompanied minors and child separation
at international borders this special issue also
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includes an examination of new clinical guidelines the
development of new care systems and advocacy for new
policies it also provides a summary of the un
convention on the rights of the child s specific
mandate to provide for the most vulnerable children in
need turkey s syrians today and tomorrow edited by
deniz eroğlu utku k onur unutulmaz ibrahim sirkeci
since the first arrival of syrian refugees the issue
has sparked considerable national and international
interest political discourses concentrated on state
generosities to provide protection to those coming from
insecurities and possibilities to reduce burden of
refugees to receiving countries via international
solidarity while these concerns focus on the effects of
hosting refugees what happens to refugees themselves
how they are affected by government policies and how
they are perceived by host country people are questions
yet to be answered this book brings together a
multidisciplinary set of contributions scrutinising the
case of syrian refugees in turkey contents about the
authorschapter one syrian communities in turkey
conflict induced diaspora k onur unutulmaz ibrahim
sirkeci deniz eroğlu utkuchapter two biopolitical
problematic syrian refugees in turkey h yaprak
civelekchapter three deserving refugee or undeserving
migrant the politics of the refugee category in turkey
funda ustek spildapart 2 case studieschapter four civil
society and syrian refugees in turkey a human security
perspective helen macreath m utku güngör s gülfer
sağnıçchapter five contesting refugees in turkey
political parties and the syrian refugees aslı ilgıt
fulya memişoğluchapter six syrian refugees in a slum
neighbourhood poor turkish residents encountering the
other in Önder neighbourhood altındağ ankara tahire
ermanchapter seven comparative analysis of public
attitudes towards syrian refugees in turkish cities of
ankara and hatay güneş gökgöz alexa arena cansu
aydınchapter eight temporary education centres as a
temporary solution for educational problems of syrian
refugee children in mersin bilge deniz Çatakchapter
nine social identity motives boundary definitions and
attitudes towards syrian refugees in turkey nagihan
taşdemirpart 3 future prospectschapter ten demographic
gaps between syrian and the european populations what
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do they suggest m murat yüceşahin ibrahim
sirkecichapter eleven integration of syrians politics
of integration in turkey in the face of a closing
window of opportunity k onur unutulmazconclusion k onur
unutulmaz ibrahim sirkeci deniz eroğlu utku this book
responds to the reality that children and youth
constitute a disproportionately large percentage of
displaced populations worldwide it demonstrates how
their hopes and aspirations reflect the transient
nature of their age group and often differ from those
of their elders it also examines how they face
additional difficulties due to the inconsistent
definition and uneven implementation of the traditional
durable solutions to forced migration implemented by
national governments and international assistance
agencies the authors use empirical research findings
and robust policy analyses of cases of child
displacement across the globe to make their central
argument that the particular challenges and
opportunities that displaced children and youth face
must be investigated and factored into relevant policy
and practice promoting more sustainable and durable
solutions in the process this interdisciplinary edited
collection will appeal to students and scholars of
forced migration studies development conflict and peace
building and youth studies along with policy makers
children s rights organizations and ngos this volume
will provide educators at all levels with a research
and evidence based understanding of the educational
opportunities and challenges facing refugees the
chapters focus on strategies and policies for providing
education to the world s refugee populations this book
provides a comprehensive account of one significantly
underreported aspect of violence affecting young
refugee girls today that of forced child marriage it
examines the ongoing insidious practice via the lens of
international human rights laws and contextualising
human rights laws and discourses in relation to middle
eastern islamic and jordanian understandings of
international law and human rights where the practice
in directly impacting young syrian refugee girls who
are seeking refuge in jordan with their displaced
families the book finds that in a juxtaposition of
human rights definitions and obligations between the
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traditional and modern the religious and the secular
there are mixed implications for the realisation of
universal human rights and that this has consequences
for the most vulnerable child refugees as a result
syrian children exist in a precarious situation they
are living in a foreign state with an unclear legal
status are largely unidentified and in effect stateless
it is in this liminal space that syrian children are
vulnerable and voiceless and highly exposed to forced
marriages and the resultant violence and possibly death
while allowed to continue the practice of child
marriage not only severely impedes upon progressive
international human rights efforts to eliminate gender
based violence slavery and discrimination but
significantly impacts on children s physical mental and
emotional health and their opportunities for growth and
development in society as a case study this book seeks
to inform how vulnerable syrian children have come to
be increasingly confronted by child marriage and to
consider why it occurred and continues to occur even
though the idea of children being forcibly marriage is
considered ethically and legally objectionable within
international human rights law refugee children explain
in their own words and pictures their thoughts feelings
and experiences about having to flee from their home
countries produced in association with unhcr united
nations high commissioner for refugees this highly
emotive title focuses on three current refugee crises
in syria south sudan and central america the book gives
background information about how each crisis came about
why families had to flee and what life is like for them
now is given in a clear and easy to understand way
children from refugee camps were asked to draw about
their experiences of having to flee their home
countries the children s artwork is incredibly powerful
and harrowing and vividly highlights the impact that
conflict war and atrocities has on people s lives five
year old rojs home is bombed during the civil war that
has been raging in his homeland of syria he and his
family are forced to flee the country secretly by boat
and they end up in a camp for refugees in europe
interspersed with facts about syria and its people this
narrative tells a story common to many refugees fleeing
the country the book looks at the efforts being made
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around the world to assist the millions of refugees
readers are encouraged to consider how they can help
refugees in their communities and around the world take
a photographic journey into the syrian conflict and see
how those who have stayed in the country as well as the
refugees in the camps of lebanon and jordan are trying
their best to survive you will also gain a personal
insight into the moderate rebels who gave me unfettered
access to their lives the images of daily life in
aleppo illustrate how the people continue their lives
as best they can despite the ever present threat of
bombs this book will show you a side of the conflict
that is not commonly known this book is about giving a
voice to those who have lost so much i went to syria
with no idea of what to expect i j ust wanted to
capture with my camera the things i would see this isn
t a typical war photography book it is more about
telling the story of people those who are trying to
survive in a war zone and those who have fled to
refugee camps this book is about giving a voice to
those who have lost so much education is a pivotal
influence on all members of society however in the case
of immigrants and refugees integrating into a new
country allowing proper learning opportunities can
offer specific challenges that must be overcome
educational development and infrastructure for
immigrants and refugees is an innovative source of
scholarly research on the role of education for
refugees and immigrants and it examines methods to
develop effective learning processes for these students
highlighting a range of perspectives on topics such as
lifelong learning legal considerations and
multiculturalism this book is ideally designed for
teachers policy makers researchers academics and
professionals actively involved in the education sector
this book examines the changing demographic situation
of syrian refugees and the host community in turkey one
of the major refugee hosting countries in the world
relying on a recent representative dataset conflicts
and the resulting unrest force people to flee their
countries and take refuge in foreign lands such refugee
movements across the world have increased significantly
in recent times turkey accounts for the greatest
refugee population in the world today this has
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drastically impacted the turkish demographics leading
to different demographic situations in refugee
communities in the country this book presents an in
depth research on the impact of forced displacement on
the demographic behaviour of syrian refugees in turkey
in general and more specifically the way transformed
family structures unregistered children fertility
behaviours and early marriages impacted their lives the
book also contributes to the existing knowledge and
discourse on refugee integration by shedding light on
their experiences related to access to labour market
opportunities and education opportunities wellbeing and
mobility it also helps in linking demography of syrian
community to the socio economic challenges in turkey by
means of incorporating crucial demographic variables
into the analysis offering valuable insights into
various dimensions of life this book has an
interdisciplinary appeal and will thus be a key
resource for academics and scholars of demography
refugee studies migration studies and sociology it will
also be a valuable and unique reference work for people
in governments international agencies and non
governmental organizations refugees interculturalism
and education focuses on the sensitive issue of forced
migration and education from an intercultural
perspective the volume comprises diverse projects and
classroom experiences in different countries involving
today s ever increasing population of human beings who
for different reasons are compelled to abandon their
homelands and seek better living conditions in strange
places where they are not normally welcome such a
reality poses great challenges to the nations and
educational systems that receive these groups and
brings intercultural education to the centre of the
discussion the contributors to this book call attention
to the importance of providing these refugee
populations with a humanistic stimulating and
transformative educational setting in order to let them
know that their lives are important and that their
histories matter the chapters in this book were
originally published in intercultural education
education for refugees and forced im migrants across
time and context follows the journey of refugee and
forced im migrant youths as their educational needs and
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opportunities vary according to resettlement
communities immigration policies dominant culture and
language geography and other key factors as canada
welcomes tens of thousands of syrian refugees as well
as many others finding their way in canada communities
across the country are dealing with the challenges of
welcoming and integrating them this is a book about how
schools can play a powerful and positive role in the
day to day lives of refugee families david starr has
served as the principal at two schools in bc where a
majority of the student population comes from refugee
families while the students at edmonds community and
byrne creek community schools in burnaby bc come from
all over the world many are recent arrivals from syria
iraq afghanistan and sudan in this book david starr
shares the deeply moving stories of his students their
parents and the staff at edmonds he describes the
upheavals that many of these families have undergone he
writes about how teachers and other support workers
have embraced their students and gone about making a
difference in their lives and he tells the stories of
students and their views of their experiences in their
countries of origin as well as at their new schools and
in their new communities first published in 2011 this
book will strike a chord today in many cities and towns
across canada this new edition provides the perspective
of five years experience for the young people it
profiles with updates on the recent experiences of many
and david starr offers observations on how teachers
principals support groups and others can contribute to
the process of integrating refugee families into
canadian society and the many lessons he and his
colleagues have learned from their experiences robin
and robert jones have lived part time on the beautiful
island of lesbos greece for 42 years when they returned
to their small village of molyvos in april 2015 lesbos
was becoming a flashpoint for the refugee crisis
sweeping europe and asia in their book robin s
photographs and robert s narrative tell a compelling
story of families fleeing from cities and towns where
they feared for their lives it is their hope that this
book will through the eyes of the children bring home
the real impact of the refugee crisis and put a human
face on this unprecedented exodus molyvos home to about
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1 000 residents has evolved in the last decades from an
economy based on fishing and olives to one more
dependent on tourism when the jones s first arrived
fewer than 150 refugees a week were landing on the
island by the time they left in november 3 000
desperate people were pouring onto their beaches every
day after having made the dangerous crossing of the
aegean sea on overcrowded rubber rafts from turkey the
jones s joined other volunteers to help the refugees
over half of whom were women and children soaked with
few to no belongings the refugees desperately wanted to
continue their journey to northern europe and leave
greece as soon as possible until buses started in the
fall they had to walk 30 miles over mountain roads in
sweltering heat to cross the island to the official
registration centers at a rest stop set up for the
refugees robin an art teacher provided paper colored
pens and a plastic tablecloth she spread on the ground
to give the children a place to draw they sketched
tanks and guns but also flowers and homes streaks of
blue represented the water they had just crossed all
this is captured in their exceptional and moving book
the refugee crisis through the eyes of the children you
can also see a slideshow of all the children s art as
well as an interview with one of the syrian refugees at
throughtheeyesofthechildren com this edited volume
investigates how the role of leadership in education in
various countries from around the world have been
designed and implemented through educational policies
and national cultures to meet the needs of new
displaced and mobile groups of migrants and refugees
this report aims to document and evaluate the outcomes
of the regional workshop on syrian refugees and
integration of syrians held in İstanbul in february
2017 the workshop was organized by the global labour
university glu alumni network in turkey in
collaboration with international centre for development
and decent work icdd the university of kassel german
academic exchange service daad international labour
organization ilo global labour university glu boğaziçi
university centre for educational policy studies bepam
and friedrich ebert stiftung fes turkey office with
particular focus on the composition and narratives of
the syrian refugees through the fishbowl session the
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report finds that syrian refugees have a very difficult
life in turkey in terms of working conditions living
conditions discrimination bureaucracy lack of enough
regulation child education language barriers etc one of
the most important concerns for syrian refugees is
child labour owing to unemployment of syrian adults
most parents are forced to send their kids to work with
ineffective state control on employment and labour
market employers prefer to recruit children who are
paid low wages thereby enabling them to make higher
profits the other problems syrian refugees face in the
labour markets are low wages long working hours
employment without social insurance late payment or non
payment of the wages discrimination at the workplace
etc regarding accommodation majority of the syrian
refugees live in a populous household paying higher
rents for lower quality houses in comparison with
domestic people in addition the situation of syrian
refugees in turkey has a strong gender dimension the
syrian females work as precarious workers at the
workplace they are the most affected and vulnerable
workers in addition syrian female refugees also take
the responsibility of the education of the children who
face different types of discrimination at school with
which again syrian female refugees have to struggle
these problems have created barriers for syrian
refugees in exercising their rights at the workplace
and in taking services from public institutions
including healthcare and education besides as findings
show the syrian refugees are placed in the lowest
strata of the labour markets of turkey this book offers
substantive insights for researchers policy makers and
teachers concerned with the effective inclusion of
refugees within education by systematically collecting
and comparing the growing body of knowledge that is
emerging from eight european countries groundbreaking
and unforgettable kirkus starred review this is a
powerful eye opening graphic novel that will foster
empathy and understanding in readers of all ages the
globe and mail in league with art spiegelman s maus and
marjane satrapi s persepolis this is a must purchase
for any teen or adult graphic novel collection school
library journal starred review from the pen of former
daily star lebanon reporter samya kullab comes this
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breathtaking and hard hitting story of one family s
struggle to survive in the face of war displacement
poverty and relocation escape from syria is a
fictionalized account that calls on real life
circumstances and true tales of refugee families to
serve as a microcosm of the syrian uprising and the war
and refugee crisis that followed more than 22 000
copies of the book have sold to date and sadly there is
no end in sight for the catastrophe in syria knowing a
personal story from behind the news helps young people
to understand the story spans six years in the lives of
walid his wife dalia and their two children amina and
youssef forced to flee from syria they become asylum
seekers in lebanon and finally resettled refugees in
the west it is a story that has been replayed thousands
of times by other families when the family home in
aleppo is destroyed by a government led bomb strike
walid has no choice but to take his wife and children
and flee their war torn and much loved homeland they
struggle to survive in the wretched refugee camps of
lebanon and when youssef becomes very ill as a result
of the poor hygienic conditions his father is forced to
take great personal risk to save his family walid s
daughter the young amina a whip smart grade a student
tells the story as she witnesses firsthand the harsh
realities that her family must endure if they are to
survive swindling smugglers treacherous ocean crossings
and jihadist militias she is forced to grow up very
quickly in order to help her parents and brother kullab
s narrative masterfully maps both the collapse and
destruction of syria and the real life tragedies faced
by its citizens still today the family s escape from
their homeland makes for a harrowing tale but with
their safe arrival in the west it serves as a hopeful
endnote to this ongoing worldwide crisis beautiful
illustrations by jackie roche whose work on the viral
web comic syria s climate conflict was seen prominently
in symboliamag com upworthy com and motherjones com
among others bring kullab s words to life in stunning
imagery that captures both the horror of war and the
dignity of human will



Syrian Refugee Children in the Middle
East and Europe

2018-04-09

since the start of the conflict in syria in 2011 syrian
refugee children have withstood violence uncertainty
fear trauma and loss this book follows their journeys
by bringing together scholars and practitioners to
reflect on how to make their situation better and to
get this knowledge to as many front liners across
european and neighbouring countries in the middle east
as possible the book is premised on the underlying
conception of refugee children as not merely a
vulnerable contingent of the displaced syrian
population but one that possesses a certain agency for
change and progress in this vein the various
contributions aim to not just de securitize the
conversation on migration that frequently centres on
the presumed insecurity that refugees personify they
also de securitize the figure and image of the refugee
through the stories of the youngest and most vulnerable
they demonstrate that refugee children are not mere
opaque figures on who we project our insecurities
instead they embody potentials and opportunities for
progress that we need to nurture as young refugees find
themselves compelled to both negotiate the practical
realities of a life in exile and situate themselves in
changing and unfamiliar sociocultural contexts drawing
on extensive field research this edited volume points
in the direction of a new rights based framework which
will safeguard the future of these children and their
well being offering a comparative lens between
approaches to tackling refugees in the middle east and
europe this book will appeal to students and scholars
of refugees and migration studies human rights as well
as anyone with an interest in the middle east or europe

Education of Syrian Refugee Children

2015-11-23



with four million syrian refugees as of september 2015
there is urgent need to develop both short term and
long term approaches to providing education for the
children of this population this report reviews syrian
refugee education for children in the three neighboring
countries with the largest population of refugees
turkey lebanon and jordan and analyzes four areas
access management society and quality

Providing education to Syrian refugee
children. An analysis of policies and
the situation in Eastern Turkey in
comparison to Germany

2019-03-25

academic paper from the year 2019 in the subject
pedagogy miscellaneous topics grade 1 0 middle east
technical university bildungswissenschaften course
current issues in turkish education language english
abstract there are more than 2 7 million syrian
refugees living in turkey bmz 2016 since more than half
of syrian refugees in turkey are children yavcan el
ghali 2017 the high number of refugees is placing
demands on public institutions several temporary
systems for providing education are in place but only a
small part of children enrolled into educational
programs attend regular schools providing access to
education therefore proves to be a major challenge for
policy makers in turkey this report explores the
situation in eastern turkey with a focus on policies
which are contrasted with german integration policies
and reference points from berlin and munich

Syrian Refugee Children in Australia
and Sweden

2019-08-08

both australia and sweden are economically socially and
politically well developed countries and each has



responded to the syrian crisis in its own way with
features that define refugee children s schooling
trajectories for transition to life and work syrian
refugee children in australia and sweden provides
insights into policies influencing the education and
schooling of syrian refugee children in australia and
sweden this book uses the perspectives of syrian
refugee children and their voiced experiences to elicit
recommendations for education practices and content
their voices were central to the analysis for the main
reason that their viewpoints could contribute in a
practical way to the development of pedagogical
approaches that would support their schooling and an
effective and productive transition to life in the host
countries the opinions suggestions and experiences of
other stakeholders such as parents caregivers teachers
and school and state officials were included for
greater understanding so that as many relevant contexts
are covered the recommendations for refugee education
proposed in this book will be useful for teachers
principals and policy makers directly involved in
educating refugee students and this could positively
impact on young refugee students finding their way to a
new and better life

"I Want to Continue to Study"

2020

documents increasingly difficult obstacles to education
the further syrian refugee children progress in school
with enrollment rates collapsing from nearly 90 percent
in primary classes to just 25 percent by the end of
secondary school publisher website

Hope and a Future: The Story of
Syrian Refugees

2016-06-07

this book tracks the author s travels to syrian refugee
camps and informal tented settlements in lebanon jordan



and iraq relying on his legal background he offers an
unfiltered account of the plight of syrian refugees
from a legal political and humanitarian perspective
back cover

"Growing Up Without an Education"

2016

the report growing up without an education barriers to
education for syrian refugee children in lebanon
documents the important steps lebanon has taken to
allow syrian children to access public schools but
human rights watch found that some schools have not
complied with enrollment policies and that more donor
support is needed for syrian families and for lebanon s
over stretched public school system lebanon is also
undermining its positive education policy by imposing
harsh residency requirements that restrict refugees
freedom of movement and exacerbate poverty limiting
parents ability to send their children to school and
contributing to child labor secondary school age
children and children with disabilities face
particularly difficult obstacles publisher s
description

The Hidden Child Brides of the Syrian
Civil War

2016-12-09

a new historical realistic social political novel a
current strong reference to the refugee crisis which
strikes the unescorted innocent refugee children at the
beginning of the autumn of 2014 leto a teacher of greek
literature is assigned in a secondary school of kos as
a contract teacher there she meets a lot of refugees
from syria who arrive on the island with old and rusty
boats from the turkish shores after a big wreck she
consciously decides to help them as a volunteer in
hippokratio hospital of kos there she is responsible
for three heavily injured men from syria one of them is



aslan a friend from their common post graduate studies
in aberdeen university scotland in the same room there
are two other friends of him jamal and ossama they all
accompany nine refugee children orphans of the war leto
is involved in the life of the three injured men and
the nine refugee children the refugee issue becomes her
own issue a part of her which she wholeheartedly
expresses through playing her guitar to her students of
kos throughout her whole life she challenges the
attitudes of european union and the united nations high
commissioner for refugees as well as all the involved
nations she stands by the unescorted refugee children
sensitively who become victims of dangerous criminals
and they get lost in den of vices of prostitution
pederasty trafficking in human organs drugs and so on
on their way to the central and north europe leto s
strong love for aslan and her love for children leads
her to the central europe where she participates
energetically to the refugee matter and she takes
position practically to an item which overconcerns all
europe the whole world the united nations as it
brutally beats all the nations of mediterranean sea
pandering hidden and illegal interests but obvious too
a book which challenges racism xenophobia and religious
prejudice stands by the human and supports the
universal values that are torn up by the war the civil
war the total hatreds and fanatics it is asking for
solidarity and faithful implementation of laws and
rules of the u n which are closely linked to the human
rights

Children of the Mediterranean

2016

barriers to education for syrian refugee children in
turkey this report is the first of a three part series
addressing the urgent issue of access to education for
syrian refugee schoolchildren in turkey jordan and
lebanon the series will examine the various barriers
preventing syrian children from accessing education and
call on host governments international donors and
implementing partners to mitigate their impact in order



to prevent a lost generation of syrian children
publisher s description

"We're Afraid for Their Future"

2015

a close up portrait of children caught up in the syria
conflict it brings together poems pictures previously
displayed at the from syria with love exhibition and
stories from young people living in a syrian refugee
camp in lebanon alongside short story narratives and
poetry by those who have worked with the children or
been inspired by their stories the combination is both
accessible and immediate deeply moving and because of
the resilience and optimism of the children themselves
ultimately inspiring it offers a unique insight into
the daily lives of children living through
extraordinary events and reveals their fears hopes and
dreams for the future the ideal antidote to those who
are left in despair by mainstream coverage of the
syrian conflict it offers a sense of creativity hope
and peace and helps to form a bridge between the reader
and the refugees themselves all profits from the book
will go towards supporting families in the camp both
with basic necessities and in giving the children
featured in the book the chance of a better future

"When I Picture My Future, I See
Nothing"

2016-11

schooling for refugee children is a collaboration
between five authors who explore their interactions
with refugee children displaced from syria to the
lebanese borders and london through a programme of
carefully tailored research activities they analyse the
children s representations of their personal journeys
and current circumstances especially with regard to
ongoing schooling the children s experiences are
expressed through their own words and drawings



disrupting the stereotype of children as receivers
rather than empowered actors and challenging
traditional solutions for improving schooling
throughout the children are eloquent about their
schooling in the context of displacement their views
and illustrations depict a keen awareness of social
justice issues including on the distribution of wealth
recognition of status and representation of voice these
are framed by the authors within nancy fraser s concept
of social justice as parity of participation in this
way the book brings to light important representations
of some empowering experiences lived through by refugee
children from syria as well as their thoughts on what
has helped their learning and what can be done better
the children s need for care and a sense of belonging
in their schools and new communities is given
particular emphasis throughout the book represented by
one child who simply requested add some more love

From Syria with Love

2024-05-07

this book provides insights into the education and
schooling of syrian and palestinian syrian children
inside and outside lebanese refugee camps from the
perspectives of children parents teachers community
leaders and state politicians and bureaucrats

Schooling for Refugee Children

2017

refugee children explain in their own words and
pictures their thoughts feelings and experiences about
having to flee from their home countries produced in
association with unhcr united nations high commissioner
for refugees and with a foreword from cate blanchett
goodwill ambassador for unhcr this highly emotive title
focuses on three current refugee crises in syria south
sudan and central america aimed at readers age 14 the
book gives background information about how each crisis
came about why families had to flee and what life is



like for them now is given in a clear and easy to
understand way children from refugee camps were asked
to draw about their experiences of having to flee their
home countries the children s artwork is incredibly
powerful and harrowing and vividly highlights the
impact that conflict war and atrocities has on people s
lives

Schooling and Education in Lebanon

2017

in the tradition of don brown s critically acclaimed
full color nonfiction graphic novels the great american
dust bowl and sibert honor winning drowned city the
unwanted is an important timely and eye opening
exploration of the ongoing syrian refugee crisis
exposing the harsh realities of living in and trying to
escape a war zone starting in 2011 refugees flood out
of war torn syria in exodus like proportions the
surprising flood of victims overwhelms neighboring
countries and chaos follows resentment in host nations
heightens as disruption and the cost of aid grows by
2017 many want to turn their backs on the victims the
refugees are the unwanted don brown depicts moments of
both heartbreaking horror and hope in the ongoing
syrian refugee crisis shining a light on the stories of
the survivors the unwanted is a testament to the
courage and resilience of the refugees and a call to
action for all those who read

Following the Money

2020-11-12

the book delves into a data driven apolitical
perspective of the migration problem in turkey with the
challenges that the turkish government and
international ngos have had to confront in providing
public services notably education and health to syrian
refugees in camps public schools and clinics around the
country



Forced to Flee

2018

an exposé of the hidden suffering that over half of
syria s refugees endure and the conflicts they continue
to flee no refuge this is the harsh reality encountered
by the women and children who flee syria in search of
safety when boatloads of syrian refugees began arriving
on european shores in the spring of 2015 western
television screens were filled with images of men where
journalist maria von welser asked herself were the
women and children whom she knew made up over half the
population of refugee camps in these pages von welser
reveals the hidden stories of those syrian women and
children there are stories of desperation and predation
loss of wealth and of life child marriage rape
kidnapping and sex slavery but there are also stories
of empowerment and hope including the conviction that
we can turn compassion into real change

The Unwanted

2023-02-27

muzoon takes readers on her perilous and ultimately
hopeful journey from refugee child to advocate for
others in need malala yousafzai bestselling author and
winner of the nobel peace prize when her family had to
flee syria 14 year old muzoon was told to pack only the
most essential things and so she packed her schoolbooks
this is the inspiring true story of a syrian refugee
who fought hard for what she needed and grew into one
of the world s leading advocates for education this eye
opening memoir tells the story of a young girl s life
in syria her family s wrenching decision to leave their
home and the upheaval of life in a refugee camp though
her life had utterly changed one thing remained the
same she knew that education was the key to a better
future for herself and so that she could help her
country she went from tent to tent in the camp trying
to convince other kids especially girls to come to
school and her passion and dedication soon had people



calling her the malala of syria muzoon has grown into
an internationally recognized advocate for refugees for
education and for the rights of girls and women and is
now a unicef goodwill ambassador the first refugee to
play that role muzoon s story is absolutely riveting
and will inspire young readers to use their own voices
and stand up for what they believe in

Understanding the Syrian Refugee
Crises in Turkey

2017-09-09

this special issue of children will focus on the
migration arc of children from their country of origin
through the experience in refugee camps and finally to
their arrival in in a new home it will examine the
impact experiencing migration as refugees immigrants or
those internally displaced due to war and conflict has
on children s health explored topics include adverse
health conditions trauma and mental health best
practice and care coordination it explores specific
populations such as children with disabilities
unaccompanied minors and child separation at
international borders this special issue also includes
an examination of new clinical guidelines the
development of new care systems and advocacy for new
policies it also provides a summary of the un
convention on the rights of the child s specific
mandate to provide for the most vulnerable children in
need

No Refuge for Women

2023-05-23

turkey s syrians today and tomorrow edited by deniz
eroğlu utku k onur unutulmaz ibrahim sirkeci since the
first arrival of syrian refugees the issue has sparked
considerable national and international interest
political discourses concentrated on state generosities
to provide protection to those coming from insecurities



and possibilities to reduce burden of refugees to
receiving countries via international solidarity while
these concerns focus on the effects of hosting refugees
what happens to refugees themselves how they are
affected by government policies and how they are
perceived by host country people are questions yet to
be answered this book brings together a
multidisciplinary set of contributions scrutinising the
case of syrian refugees in turkey contents about the
authorschapter one syrian communities in turkey
conflict induced diaspora k onur unutulmaz ibrahim
sirkeci deniz eroğlu utkuchapter two biopolitical
problematic syrian refugees in turkey h yaprak
civelekchapter three deserving refugee or undeserving
migrant the politics of the refugee category in turkey
funda ustek spildapart 2 case studieschapter four civil
society and syrian refugees in turkey a human security
perspective helen macreath m utku güngör s gülfer
sağnıçchapter five contesting refugees in turkey
political parties and the syrian refugees aslı ilgıt
fulya memişoğluchapter six syrian refugees in a slum
neighbourhood poor turkish residents encountering the
other in Önder neighbourhood altındağ ankara tahire
ermanchapter seven comparative analysis of public
attitudes towards syrian refugees in turkish cities of
ankara and hatay güneş gökgöz alexa arena cansu
aydınchapter eight temporary education centres as a
temporary solution for educational problems of syrian
refugee children in mersin bilge deniz Çatakchapter
nine social identity motives boundary definitions and
attitudes towards syrian refugees in turkey nagihan
taşdemirpart 3 future prospectschapter ten demographic
gaps between syrian and the european populations what
do they suggest m murat yüceşahin ibrahim
sirkecichapter eleven integration of syrians politics
of integration in turkey in the face of a closing
window of opportunity k onur unutulmazconclusion k onur
unutulmaz ibrahim sirkeci deniz eroğlu utku

Muzoon

2020-03-13



this book responds to the reality that children and
youth constitute a disproportionately large percentage
of displaced populations worldwide it demonstrates how
their hopes and aspirations reflect the transient
nature of their age group and often differ from those
of their elders it also examines how they face
additional difficulties due to the inconsistent
definition and uneven implementation of the traditional
durable solutions to forced migration implemented by
national governments and international assistance
agencies the authors use empirical research findings
and robust policy analyses of cases of child
displacement across the globe to make their central
argument that the particular challenges and
opportunities that displaced children and youth face
must be investigated and factored into relevant policy
and practice promoting more sustainable and durable
solutions in the process this interdisciplinary edited
collection will appeal to students and scholars of
forced migration studies development conflict and peace
building and youth studies along with policy makers
children s rights organizations and ngos

Children on the Move

2017-12-21

this volume will provide educators at all levels with a
research and evidence based understanding of the
educational opportunities and challenges facing
refugees the chapters focus on strategies and policies
for providing education to the world s refugee
populations

Turkey's Syrians

2017

this book provides a comprehensive account of one
significantly underreported aspect of violence
affecting young refugee girls today that of forced
child marriage it examines the ongoing insidious
practice via the lens of international human rights



laws and contextualising human rights laws and
discourses in relation to middle eastern islamic and
jordanian understandings of international law and human
rights where the practice in directly impacting young
syrian refugee girls who are seeking refuge in jordan
with their displaced families the book finds that in a
juxtaposition of human rights definitions and
obligations between the traditional and modern the
religious and the secular there are mixed implications
for the realisation of universal human rights and that
this has consequences for the most vulnerable child
refugees as a result syrian children exist in a
precarious situation they are living in a foreign state
with an unclear legal status are largely unidentified
and in effect stateless it is in this liminal space
that syrian children are vulnerable and voiceless and
highly exposed to forced marriages and the resultant
violence and possibly death while allowed to continue
the practice of child marriage not only severely
impedes upon progressive international human rights
efforts to eliminate gender based violence slavery and
discrimination but significantly impacts on children s
physical mental and emotional health and their
opportunities for growth and development in society as
a case study this book seeks to inform how vulnerable
syrian children have come to be increasingly confronted
by child marriage and to consider why it occurred and
continues to occur even though the idea of children
being forcibly marriage is considered ethically and
legally objectionable within international human rights
law

No Lost Generation

2017-02-23

refugee children explain in their own words and
pictures their thoughts feelings and experiences about
having to flee from their home countries produced in
association with unhcr united nations high commissioner
for refugees this highly emotive title focuses on three
current refugee crises in syria south sudan and central
america the book gives background information about how



each crisis came about why families had to flee and
what life is like for them now is given in a clear and
easy to understand way children from refugee camps were
asked to draw about their experiences of having to flee
their home countries the children s artwork is
incredibly powerful and harrowing and vividly
highlights the impact that conflict war and atrocities
has on people s lives

Children and Forced Migration

2018-10-08

five year old rojs home is bombed during the civil war
that has been raging in his homeland of syria he and
his family are forced to flee the country secretly by
boat and they end up in a camp for refugees in europe
interspersed with facts about syria and its people this
narrative tells a story common to many refugees fleeing
the country the book looks at the efforts being made
around the world to assist the millions of refugees
readers are encouraged to consider how they can help
refugees in their communities and around the world

Strategies, Policies and Directions
for Refugee Education

2024-06-04

take a photographic journey into the syrian conflict
and see how those who have stayed in the country as
well as the refugees in the camps of lebanon and jordan
are trying their best to survive you will also gain a
personal insight into the moderate rebels who gave me
unfettered access to their lives the images of daily
life in aleppo illustrate how the people continue their
lives as best they can despite the ever present threat
of bombs this book will show you a side of the conflict
that is not commonly known this book is about giving a
voice to those who have lost so much i went to syria
with no idea of what to expect i j ust wanted to
capture with my camera the things i would see this isn



t a typical war photography book it is more about
telling the story of people those who are trying to
survive in a war zone and those who have fled to
refugee camps this book is about giving a voice to
those who have lost so much

The Hidden Child Brides of the Syrian
Civil War

2019-06-13

education is a pivotal influence on all members of
society however in the case of immigrants and refugees
integrating into a new country allowing proper learning
opportunities can offer specific challenges that must
be overcome educational development and infrastructure
for immigrants and refugees is an innovative source of
scholarly research on the role of education for
refugees and immigrants and it examines methods to
develop effective learning processes for these students
highlighting a range of perspectives on topics such as
lifelong learning legal considerations and
multiculturalism this book is ideally designed for
teachers policy makers researchers academics and
professionals actively involved in the education sector

Forced to Flee

2017-02-15

this book examines the changing demographic situation
of syrian refugees and the host community in turkey one
of the major refugee hosting countries in the world
relying on a recent representative dataset conflicts
and the resulting unrest force people to flee their
countries and take refuge in foreign lands such refugee
movements across the world have increased significantly
in recent times turkey accounts for the greatest
refugee population in the world today this has
drastically impacted the turkish demographics leading
to different demographic situations in refugee
communities in the country this book presents an in



depth research on the impact of forced displacement on
the demographic behaviour of syrian refugees in turkey
in general and more specifically the way transformed
family structures unregistered children fertility
behaviours and early marriages impacted their lives the
book also contributes to the existing knowledge and
discourse on refugee integration by shedding light on
their experiences related to access to labour market
opportunities and education opportunities wellbeing and
mobility it also helps in linking demography of syrian
community to the socio economic challenges in turkey by
means of incorporating crucial demographic variables
into the analysis offering valuable insights into
various dimensions of life this book has an
interdisciplinary appeal and will thus be a key
resource for academics and scholars of demography
refugee studies migration studies and sociology it will
also be a valuable and unique reference work for people
in governments international agencies and non
governmental organizations

A Refugee's Journey from Syria

2014

refugees interculturalism and education focuses on the
sensitive issue of forced migration and education from
an intercultural perspective the volume comprises
diverse projects and classroom experiences in different
countries involving today s ever increasing population
of human beings who for different reasons are compelled
to abandon their homelands and seek better living
conditions in strange places where they are not
normally welcome such a reality poses great challenges
to the nations and educational systems that receive
these groups and brings intercultural education to the
centre of the discussion the contributors to this book
call attention to the importance of providing these
refugee populations with a humanistic stimulating and
transformative educational setting in order to let them
know that their lives are important and that their
histories matter the chapters in this book were
originally published in intercultural education



Syria

2017-08-11

education for refugees and forced im migrants across
time and context follows the journey of refugee and
forced im migrant youths as their educational needs and
opportunities vary according to resettlement
communities immigration policies dominant culture and
language geography and other key factors

Educational Development and
Infrastructure for Immigrants and
Refugees

2020-12-27

as canada welcomes tens of thousands of syrian refugees
as well as many others finding their way in canada
communities across the country are dealing with the
challenges of welcoming and integrating them this is a
book about how schools can play a powerful and positive
role in the day to day lives of refugee families david
starr has served as the principal at two schools in bc
where a majority of the student population comes from
refugee families while the students at edmonds
community and byrne creek community schools in burnaby
bc come from all over the world many are recent
arrivals from syria iraq afghanistan and sudan in this
book david starr shares the deeply moving stories of
his students their parents and the staff at edmonds he
describes the upheavals that many of these families
have undergone he writes about how teachers and other
support workers have embraced their students and gone
about making a difference in their lives and he tells
the stories of students and their views of their
experiences in their countries of origin as well as at
their new schools and in their new communities first
published in 2011 this book will strike a chord today
in many cities and towns across canada this new edition
provides the perspective of five years experience for
the young people it profiles with updates on the recent



experiences of many and david starr offers observations
on how teachers principals support groups and others
can contribute to the process of integrating refugee
families into canadian society and the many lessons he
and his colleagues have learned from their experiences

Syrian Refugees in Turkey

2020-05-21

robin and robert jones have lived part time on the
beautiful island of lesbos greece for 42 years when
they returned to their small village of molyvos in
april 2015 lesbos was becoming a flashpoint for the
refugee crisis sweeping europe and asia in their book
robin s photographs and robert s narrative tell a
compelling story of families fleeing from cities and
towns where they feared for their lives it is their
hope that this book will through the eyes of the
children bring home the real impact of the refugee
crisis and put a human face on this unprecedented
exodus molyvos home to about 1 000 residents has
evolved in the last decades from an economy based on
fishing and olives to one more dependent on tourism
when the jones s first arrived fewer than 150 refugees
a week were landing on the island by the time they left
in november 3 000 desperate people were pouring onto
their beaches every day after having made the dangerous
crossing of the aegean sea on overcrowded rubber rafts
from turkey the jones s joined other volunteers to help
the refugees over half of whom were women and children
soaked with few to no belongings the refugees
desperately wanted to continue their journey to
northern europe and leave greece as soon as possible
until buses started in the fall they had to walk 30
miles over mountain roads in sweltering heat to cross
the island to the official registration centers at a
rest stop set up for the refugees robin an art teacher
provided paper colored pens and a plastic tablecloth
she spread on the ground to give the children a place
to draw they sketched tanks and guns but also flowers
and homes streaks of blue represented the water they
had just crossed all this is captured in their



exceptional and moving book the refugee crisis through
the eyes of the children you can also see a slideshow
of all the children s art as well as an interview with
one of the syrian refugees at
throughtheeyesofthechildren com

Refugees, Interculturalism and
Education

2023-08-09

this edited volume investigates how the role of
leadership in education in various countries from
around the world have been designed and implemented
through educational policies and national cultures to
meet the needs of new displaced and mobile groups of
migrants and refugees

Education for Refugees and Forced
(Im)Migrants Across Time and Context

2016-08-22

this report aims to document and evaluate the outcomes
of the regional workshop on syrian refugees and
integration of syrians held in İstanbul in february
2017 the workshop was organized by the global labour
university glu alumni network in turkey in
collaboration with international centre for development
and decent work icdd the university of kassel german
academic exchange service daad international labour
organization ilo global labour university glu boğaziçi
university centre for educational policy studies bepam
and friedrich ebert stiftung fes turkey office with
particular focus on the composition and narratives of
the syrian refugees through the fishbowl session the
report finds that syrian refugees have a very difficult
life in turkey in terms of working conditions living
conditions discrimination bureaucracy lack of enough
regulation child education language barriers etc one of
the most important concerns for syrian refugees is
child labour owing to unemployment of syrian adults



most parents are forced to send their kids to work with
ineffective state control on employment and labour
market employers prefer to recruit children who are
paid low wages thereby enabling them to make higher
profits the other problems syrian refugees face in the
labour markets are low wages long working hours
employment without social insurance late payment or non
payment of the wages discrimination at the workplace
etc regarding accommodation majority of the syrian
refugees live in a populous household paying higher
rents for lower quality houses in comparison with
domestic people in addition the situation of syrian
refugees in turkey has a strong gender dimension the
syrian females work as precarious workers at the
workplace they are the most affected and vulnerable
workers in addition syrian female refugees also take
the responsibility of the education of the children who
face different types of discrimination at school with
which again syrian female refugees have to struggle
these problems have created barriers for syrian
refugees in exercising their rights at the workplace
and in taking services from public institutions
including healthcare and education besides as findings
show the syrian refugees are placed in the lowest
strata of the labour markets of turkey

From Bombs to Books

2016

this book offers substantive insights for researchers
policy makers and teachers concerned with the effective
inclusion of refugees within education by
systematically collecting and comparing the growing
body of knowledge that is emerging from eight european
countries

The Refugee Crisis: Through the Eyes
of the Children

2019-07-10



groundbreaking and unforgettable kirkus starred review
this is a powerful eye opening graphic novel that will
foster empathy and understanding in readers of all ages
the globe and mail in league with art spiegelman s maus
and marjane satrapi s persepolis this is a must
purchase for any teen or adult graphic novel collection
school library journal starred review from the pen of
former daily star lebanon reporter samya kullab comes
this breathtaking and hard hitting story of one family
s struggle to survive in the face of war displacement
poverty and relocation escape from syria is a
fictionalized account that calls on real life
circumstances and true tales of refugee families to
serve as a microcosm of the syrian uprising and the war
and refugee crisis that followed more than 22 000
copies of the book have sold to date and sadly there is
no end in sight for the catastrophe in syria knowing a
personal story from behind the news helps young people
to understand the story spans six years in the lives of
walid his wife dalia and their two children amina and
youssef forced to flee from syria they become asylum
seekers in lebanon and finally resettled refugees in
the west it is a story that has been replayed thousands
of times by other families when the family home in
aleppo is destroyed by a government led bomb strike
walid has no choice but to take his wife and children
and flee their war torn and much loved homeland they
struggle to survive in the wretched refugee camps of
lebanon and when youssef becomes very ill as a result
of the poor hygienic conditions his father is forced to
take great personal risk to save his family walid s
daughter the young amina a whip smart grade a student
tells the story as she witnesses firsthand the harsh
realities that her family must endure if they are to
survive swindling smugglers treacherous ocean crossings
and jihadist militias she is forced to grow up very
quickly in order to help her parents and brother kullab
s narrative masterfully maps both the collapse and
destruction of syria and the real life tragedies faced
by its citizens still today the family s escape from
their homeland makes for a harrowing tale but with
their safe arrival in the west it serves as a hopeful
endnote to this ongoing worldwide crisis beautiful
illustrations by jackie roche whose work on the viral



web comic syria s climate conflict was seen prominently
in symboliamag com upworthy com and motherjones com
among others bring kullab s words to life in stunning
imagery that captures both the horror of war and the
dignity of human will
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